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The efficient optimization of molecular geometries using redundant
internal coordinates

Vebjørn Bakken and Trygve Helgakera)
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The optimization ofab initio molecular geometries is discussed. Based on comparisons of 30
minimizations and 15 saddle-point optimizations, the most efficient combination of coordinate
system, approximate and exact Hessians, and step control is determined. Use of a proposed set of
extra-redundant internal coordinates is shown to reduce the number of geometry steps significantly
relative to the use of redundant coordinates. Various update schemes are tested for minimum and
saddle-point optimizations, including combination formulas. The complete expressions for the first
and second derivatives of the Wilson B matrix are presented, thereby avoiding the need to calculate
this by finite-difference methods. The presented scheme appears to be the most efficient, robust and
generally applicable scheme to date. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important step in many applications ofab initio
quantum-chemistry methods to problems of chemical inte
is the optimization of the molecular geometry so as to de
mine minima~corresponding to stable molecular structure!
or saddle-points~corresponding to molecular transitio
states!. Over the years, a large number of methods have b
developed and refined for such optimizations. Althou
based on the standard techniques of optimization theory
numerical analysis, the most efficient methods are hig
adapted to the special requirements of molecular geom
optimizations. This is particularly true for the choice of c
ordinate systems and for the choice of Hessians in qu
Newton theory, both of which can critically affect the perfo
mance of the optimization.

In the present paper, the optimization ofab initio mo-
lecular potential-energy surfaces is reviewed and analyze
as to establish the most efficient scheme for the localiza
of minima and saddle points. Based on a comparison o
minimizations and 15 saddle-point optimizations, the b
combination of coordinate system, Hessian, and step con
is determined. Extra-redundant internal coordinates are in
duced and shown to reduce the number of geometry s
significantly relative to the use of standard redundant co
dinates. In addition, a variety of Hessian updates are con
ered for minimum and saddle-point optimizations, includi
combination formulas. The proposed optimization sche
which is slightly different for minimizations and saddle-poi
optimizations, appears to be the most efficient and rob
scheme to date.

For any optimization based on the use of internal co
dinates such as the redundant and extra-redundant co
nates, the Wilson B matrix plays an important role. In p
ticular, for the transformations between Cartes
coordinates~in which the energy, gradient and Hessians

a!Electronic mail: trygve.helgaker@kjemi.uio.no
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calculated! and the internal coordinates~in which the geom-
etry step is determined!, the derivatives of the Wilson B ma
trix are needed. In the present paper, analytical express
for these derivatives are given to second order, avoiding t
calculation by finite difference.

The redundant internal coordinates were introduced
Penget al.1 We here combine these and the extra-redund
coordinates with the model Hessian of Lindhet al.,2 noting
that Eckertet al. achieved good performance by using t
model Hessian with natural internal coordinates.3 Previous
work has focused on the performance of minimizations,
though Baker and Chan have presented benchmarks
saddle-point optimizations.4 In this work, we benchmark
transition-state optimizations as well as minimizations.

The scheme to be presented here scales asO(N3)—that
is, cubically in the number of atoms. For molecules of mo
erate size studied by conventionalab initio methods, the cos
of setting up the internal coordinate system and perform
the necessary transformations is negligible compared w
the cost of calculating the energy, the gradient and poss
the Hessian. However, for very large systems, the cos
setting up the coordinate system and determining the ge
etry step may become a bottleneck in the calculation. Me
ods have been developed that take care of this problem
reducing the scaling.5,6

After a discussion of coordinate systems and the der
tives of the Wilson B matrix in Sec. II, we consider approx
mate Hessians and their updates in Sec. III. Next, in Sec.
we discuss step control and convergence criteria. Then
Sec. V, we carry out a detailed comparison of the differ
schemes, determining the best combination of coordin
systems, approximate Hessians, and step control for min
zations and saddle-point optimizations. Conclusions
given in Sec. VI.

II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS

The choice of coordinate system is critical for the ef
ciency of a geometry optimization. Since gradients and H
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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9161J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 Optimization of molecular geometries
sians are usually calculated in Cartesian space, the m
straightforward choice isCartesian coordinates. However,
many studies have shown that Cartesians are generally
performed by well-chosen sets ofinternal coordinates—that
is, bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles. Inte
coordinate systems can be classified as redundant or no
dundant. In a nonredundant internal coordinate system,
number of coordinates is equal to the number of inter
degrees of freedom 3N26(5), where N is the number of
atoms in the system; in a redundant set, there are more
ordinates than degrees of freedom.

The Z-matrix coordinatesare a typical example of non
redundant internal coordinates.7 Although less and less fre
quently used for optimizations,1,8,9 they are still useful for
specifying molecular geometries. A difficulty with usin
Z-matrix coordinates for optimizations, in particular for rin
systems, is to decide which primitive internal coordinates
include and which to exclude. A poor choice of internals m
seriously degrade the performance of an optimizer.

The natural internal coordinatessolve this problem by
forming local linear combinations of primitive internals.10,11

The coordinates can be set up automatically by applyin
set of rules, although the number of rules and special cas
quite extensive. However, the performance of these coo
nates is excellent.3,9 In this study, we focus onredundant
internal coordinates1 and ~nonredundant! delocalized inter-
nal coordinates.12 In the following, we consider first the re
dundant internal coordinates and their derivatives in Se
II A and II B; next, we consider the delocalized internal c
ordinates in Sec. II C.

A. Redundant internal coordinates

The redundant internal coordinates are defined in Re
We shall here briefly review the definitions and consid
some points concerning this choice of coordinate system

1. Setting up the redundant internal coordinates
for a molecule

The key to setting up the redundant internal coordina
is to determine what atoms are bonded to each other and
nature of each bond. The assignment of bonds depend
available~tabulated! values for covalent and van der Waa
radii as functions of atomic number.

Regular bonds are assigned to all pairs of atoms wh
the interatomic distance is less than or equal to 1.3 times
sum of their respective covalent radii. Once the regu
bonds are in place, we identify isolated, disconnected fr
ments. If two~or more! such fragments are found, the sho
est bond between two atoms belonging to separate fragm
defines an interfragment bond coordinate. Other interfr
ment distances that are either less than 2 Å or less than 1.3
times the interfragment bond coordinate constitute the au
iary interfragment bonds. Finally, we check for hydrog
bonds by examining all bonds where a hydrogen atom
bonded to a small, electronegative atom X where X5N, O,
F, P, S, Cl. If the distance from this hydrogen atom to anot
small, electronegative atom Y is greater than the sum of
covalent radii of H and Y but less than 0.9 times the sum
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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their van der Waals radii, and if the angle X– H̄Y is
greater than 90°, then a hydrogen bond is assigned betw
H and Y.

We also propose that anextra-redundant coordinate sys
temcan be created by assigning auxiliary bonds to all pa
of atoms where the distance between the atoms is less
2.5 times the sum of their covalent radii. This will genera
bond coordinates between atoms having a comm
neighbor—for example, across a bond angle. We shall re
to this alternative coordinate system later.

Once the bonds are in place, the bending coordinates
easily generated. Bond angles are assigned to all sets of
atoms A, B, and C where A is bonded to B and B to C. On
regular bonds, interfragment bonds, and hydrogen bonds
allowed to generate bond angles—auxiliary bonds and a
iliary interfragment bonds do not generate angles. Bend
coordinates where the angle is nearly linear (/ABC.175°)
require special attention. In these cases, a second orthog
bending coordinate is assigned, ensuring that the linear st
ture is stabilized.

Dihedral angles~twisting coordinates! are assigned in
the same way as angles. All sets of four atoms A, B, C, a
D, where A is bonded to B, B is bonded to C, and C
bonded to D are included, provided/ABCÞ180° and
/BCDÞ180°. Again, only regular bonds, interfragme
bonds and hydrogen bonds generate twisting coordinate
auxiliary bonds and auxiliary interfragment bonds do not

If a molecule contains four or more atoms and no dih
dral angles are found by using the above scheme, an a
tional search is carried out to ensure that out-of-plane be
ing is added. Arbitrary combinations of four atoms are tri
until a well-defined dihedral angle is found~none will be
found if the molecule is linear!. Adding just one dihedral
angle could break the molecular symmetry. Therefore,
well-defined permutations of the chosen dihedral angle
added as well (/ABDC , /BCDA , etc.!, generating at most 12
unique twisting coordinates.

2. Wilson’s B matrix

Wilson’s B matrix gives the relationship between the r
dundant internal coordinates and the Cartesian coordinat13

Its elements are given by

Bi j 5
]qi

]xj
, ~1!

where theqi are the internal coordinates and thexj are the
Cartesian displacement coordinates of the atoms. The B
trix is thus a rectangular matrix; the number of rows is eq
to the number of internal coordinates, and the number
columns equal to the number of Cartesian coordinates.
plicit expressions for the elements of the B matrix Eq.~1! are
given in Sec. II B.

Small changes in the Cartesian coordinates transf
into small changes in the internal coordinates as

Bdx5dq. ~2!

The inverse transformation is given by

B1dq5dx, ~3!
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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9162 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 V. Bakken and T. Helgaker
where the pseudo-inverse~or the generalized inverse! of a
rectangular matrix has been introduced. The generalized
verse exists for any rectangular matrix, whether or not i
rank deficient. In general, it is obtained from a singular-va
decomposition ofB; for a square nonsingular matrix, it re
duces to the standard inverse.

The properties of the generalized inverse are the follo
ing: If the linear equations Eq.~2! are overdetermined, the
the pseudo-inverseB1 in Eq. ~3! returns the solutiondx that
minimizes the norm of the residualiBdx2dqi ; if, on the
other hand, the system is underdetermined, then the pse
inverse minimizes the norm of the solutionidxi . Further-
more, from the theory of generalized inverses, it follows t
the matrix

P5BB1 ~4!

constitutes a projection matrix onto the range ofB. Applied
to any physical or unphysical set of internal displacem
coordinatesdq, it produces a unique vector

dq̃5Pdq ~5!

that is physically valid in the sense that it is consistent w
a variation in the Cartesian coordinates of the molecule.

3. Transformations between Cartesian and redundant
internal coordinates

From the Wilson B matrix and its pseudo-inverse, w
may set up the relations between the gradients and the
sians in the internal and Cartesian coordinate systems in
following manner:

gx5Btgq , ~6!

Hx5BtHqB1K , ~7!

whereK is given by

K jk5(
i

@gq# iBi jk8 5(
i

@gq# i

]2qi

]xj]xk
. ~8!

By applying the generalized inverse to Eqs.~6! and ~7!, the
opposite transformations are obtained:

gq5~Bt!1gx , ~9!

Hq5~Bt!1~Hx2K !B1. ~10!

Clearly, to transform the Hessian, the elements ofB must be
differentiated with respect to the Cartesian coordinates.
derivatives are given in Sec. II B.

4. Projection of the gradient and the Hessian
In a redundant coordinate system, care must be exerc

to ensure that the gradient is physically valid—that is, tha
corresponds to a valid change in the internal coordina
Mathematically, a valid gradient must belong to the range
B. From a nonvalid gradient, a valid one can then be gen
ated by projection with Eq.~4! and similarly for the Hessian

g̃q5Pgq , ~11!

H̃q5PHqP. ~12!

To ensure valid gradients and Hessians, these project
may be carried out at any point during the optimization.
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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particular, it is essential to perform this projection on inexa
initial Hessians and on updated Hessians, as well as on
terpolated gradients~generated from line searches!. On ex-
plicitly calculated gradients and Hessians, the projection m
also be performed to remove any numerical noise introdu
in the course of coordinate transformations.

5. Transformation of geometry steps

Once a step in internal coordinates has been determi
it must be converted to Cartesian coordinates—the refere
frame in which energies, gradients, and Hessians are ca
lated. However, since the Cartesian coordinates are rect
ear and the internal coordinates curvilinear, there is
simple transformation of finite displacements. Instead,
transformation of the geometry step must be done iterativ

Consider a system with initial Cartesian coordinatesx0

and initial internal coordinatesq0 . For a steps̃q in internal
coordinates, the first estimate of the new Cartesian coo
nates is given by

x15x01B1s̃q . ~13!

From the new Cartesian coordinatesx1 , a set of updated
internal coordinatesq1 is determined. Next, the differenc
between the requested and actual changes in the interna
ordinates is calculated as

Dqk5 s̃q2~qk2q0!, ~14!

wherek51 in the first iteration, taking care to remove an
multiples of 360° from the angles. The Cartesian displa
ments are then refined by transforming this difference in
same manner as the initial step:

xk115xk1B1Dqk . ~15!

Equations~14! and~15! define our iterative procedure. Con
vergence is declared when the root-mean-square chang
the Cartesian coordinatesB1Dqk becomes less than 1026, if
this root-mean-square change differs by less than 10212 from
that of the previous iteration, or if the number of iteratio
exceeds 25. During the refinement,Dqk is compared with
Dq1 . In the rare cases whenDqk.Dq1 , we revert to the
initial estimatex1 in Eq. ~13!; otherwise,xk is used for the
next iteration of the optimization.

B. Derivatives of the redundant internal coordinates

1. Bond lengths

We begin by considering a redundant internal coordin
qb that corresponds to a bond stretch, sometimes referre
as a stretching coordinate. Figure 1 shows a bond betw

FIG. 1. The bond between two atoms.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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9163J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 Optimization of molecular geometries
two atomsm andn with Cartesian coordinates (m1 ,m2 ,m3)
and (n1 ,n2 ,n3). The bond vector is given by

u85~u18 ,u28 ,u38!5m2n5~m12n1 ,m22n2 ,m32n3!,
~16!

and the associated bond length is denoted bylu5uu8u. Dif-
ferentiating Eq.~16! with respect to the Cartesian coord
nates, we obtain

]qb

]ai
5zamnui ; a5m,n; i 51,2,3, ~17!

where we have introduced the sign factor

zamn5~dam2dan!5H 1 if a5m

21 if a5n
~18!

and the normalized bond vector with compone
(u1 ,u2 ,u3) as

u5
u8

uu8u
. ~19!

Apart from the sign factor, the derivative of the stretchi
coordinate Eq.~17! is thus given entirely by the normalize
bond vectoru. Further differentiation yields the second d
rivative of the bond stretching coordinate

]2qb

]ai]bj
5~21!dab

uiuj2d i j

lu
; a,b5m,n; i , j 51,2,3,

~20!

wherelu is the bond length Eq.~16!.

2. Bond angles

Next, we consider the bond angle or bending coordin
qa between the vectors fromo to m and fromo to n in Fig.
2. The bond vectorsu8 andv8 are given by

u85m2o, ~21!

v85n2o, ~22!

and the associated normalized bond vectors and bond len
are denoted byu and v and bylu and lv , respectively. In
terms of these entities, the bond angle 0<qa<p is given by

qa5arccosS u8•v8

lulv
D5arccos~u•v!. ~23!

The derivatives of a bond angle are more complica
than those of a bond length, partly because of the inequ
lence of the central atomo with terminal atomsm andn. To
express these derivatives in a compact manner, we introd
the vectorw8 perpendicular tou andv as

FIG. 2. The angle between two bonds.
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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w85H u3v if ui”v

u3@1,21,1# if uiv and u,vi”@1,21,1#

u3@21,1,1# if uiv and u,vi@1,21,1#,

~24!

where the linear case (qa5180°) is taken care of explicitly.
The vectors@1,21,1# and@21,1,1# have been arbitrarily cho
sen to ensure that a perpendicular vector is generated.
associated normalized coordinate is denotedw.

The first derivatives of a bond angle with respect to C
tesian coordinates can now be expressed in the follow
manner, valid for all angles:

]qa

]ai
5zamo

@u3w# i

lu
1zano

@w3v# i

lv
;

a5m,n,o; i 51,2,3. ~25!

Next, using the relations

cos~qa!5u•v; sin~qa!5A12~u•v!2, ~26!

we arrive at the following expression for the second deri
tives of a bond angle:

]2qa

]ai]bj
5zamozbmo

uiv j1ujv i23uiuj cos~qa!1d i j cos~qa!

lu
2 sin~qa!

1zanozbno

v iuj1v jui23v iv j cos~qa!1d i j cos~qa!

lv
2 sin~qa!

1zamozbno

uiuj1v jv i2uiv j cos~qa!2d i j

lulv sin~qa!

1zanozbmo

v iv j1ujui2v iuj cos~qa!2d i j

lulv sin~qa!

2
cos~qa!

sin~qa!

]qa

]ai

]qa

]bj
; a,b5m,n,o; i , j 51,2,3,

~27!

where the last term contains the first derivatives. Note th
in the linear caseqa5180°, the second derivatives are u
defined because of the factor sin(qa) in the denominators; the
components of the derivative are then simply set to zero

3. Dihedral angles

In Fig. 3, the dihedral angleqd is introduced as the angl
between the plane defined by the three pointsm, o, andp,
and the plane defined byn, p, ando. Conventionally,qd is
restricted to the interval2p,q<p. Looking along the vec-
tor from o to p, the dihedral angle is said to be positive if th
vector betweeno and m must be turned clockwise~by an
angle less than or equal top! to coincide with the vector
from p to n.

To calculate the dihedral angle and its derivatives,
introduce the three bond vectors

u85m2o, ~28!

v85n2p, ~29!

w85p2o. ~30!
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 3. The dihedral angle between four atoms, view
from the side and along the central bond betweeno
andp.
e

nd
The corresponding bond lengths arelu , lv , andlw , while
the normalized bond vectors are denotedu, v, and w. The
expression for the dihedral~twisting! coordinate now be-
comes

cos~qd!5
~u3w!•~v3w!

sin~fu!sin~fv!
. ~31!

The bond anglesfu and fv are given in Fig. 3 and satisfy
the relations

cos~fu!5u•w; sin~fu!5A12~u•w!2, ~32!
o
o
t

ee

Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
cos~fv!52v•w; sin~fv!5A12~v•w!2. ~33!

The dihedral angleqd is undefined if at least one of th
anglesfu andfv is equal to 0° or 180°, implying that the
atomsm, o, andp or the atomso, p, andn lie on the same
line.

Upon differentiation, we find that the first and seco
derivatives of the dihedral angleqd are given by the relations
]qd

]ai
5zamo

@u3w# i

lu sin2~fu!
1zapn

@v3w# i

lv sin2~fv!
1zaopS @u3w# i cos~fu!

lw sin2~fu!
2

@v3w# i cos~fv!

lw sin2~fv! D ; a5m,n,o,p; i 51,2,3, ~34!

]2qd

]ai]bj
5zamozbmo

~11Pi j !@u3w# i~wj cos~fu!2uj !

lu
2 sin4~fu!

1zanpzbnp

~11Pi j !@v3w# i~wj cos~fv!2v j !

lv
2 sin4~fv!

1~zamozbop1zapozbom!
~11Pi j !@u3w# i~wj22uj cos~fu!1wjcos2~fu!!

2lulw sin4~fu!

1~zanpzbpo1zapozbnp!
~11Pi j !@v3w# i~wj12uj cos~fv!1wj cos2~fv!!

2lvlw sin4~fv!

1zaopzbpo

~11Pi j !@u3w# i~uj1uj cos2~fu!23wj cos~fu!1wj cos3~fu!!

2lw
2 sin4~fu!

1zaopzbop

~11Pi j !@v3w# i~v j1v j cos2~fv!13wj cos~fv!2wj cos3~fv!!

2lw
2 sin4~fv!

1~12dab!~zamozbop1zapozbom!~ j 2 i !~21/2! u j 2 i u wk cos~fu!2uk

lulw sin~fu!

1~12dab!~zanozbop1zapozbom!~ j 2 i !~21/2! u j 2 i u wk cos~fv!2vk

lvlwsin~fv!
a,b5m,n,o,p; i , j 51,2,3; kÞ i , j ,

~35!
ite
trix
nal
r-

the

zed
ition
where the permutation operatorPi j exchanges the indicesi
and j . The expression for the second derivatives may lo
awkwardly big, but further inspection reveals that most
the terms are built up from the same components. Since
last two terms in Eq.~35! contribute only wheni and j refer
to different Cartesian directions,k is uniquely defined as the
third Cartesian component. As there is no coupling betw
the terminal atomsm andn, we conclude that

]2qd

]mi]nj
50; i , j 51,2,3 ~36!
k
f
he

n

which also follows as a special case from Eq.~35!.

C. Delocalized internal coordinates

A nonredundant internal coordinate system can qu
easily be constructed from the eigenvectors of the B ma
with nonzero eigenvalues. These delocalized inter
coordinates12 are linear combinations of the primitive inte
nals, In general these combinations are nonlocal, hence
name ‘‘delocalized.’’

The eigenvectors give the relation between delocali
and redundant internal coordinates. From the decompos
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of the redundant B matrix, we can construct a nonredund
B matrix that behaves in much the same way as the red
dant B matrix, determining the delocalized coordinates
terms of Cartesian coordinates. The transformation equat
derived here also hold for the nonredundant B matrix, wh
can be regarded as a special case of the redundant mat

III. HESSIANS, INITIAL CHOICE AND UPDATING

In optimization theory, the information provided by th
Hessian about the local curvature of the potential-energy
face is utilized in different ways. The Newton method,
particular, makes full use of the Hessian, which is calcula
exactly at each iteration, leading to a rapid convergen
However, although analytical Hessians are available fo
wide range of electronic-structure models, their calculatio
still quite expensive. By contrast, in methods such as
steepest-descent and conjugate-gradient methods, the
mation provided by the Hessian is discarded altogether, le
ing to a rather slow convergence.

Usually, however, the most efficient approach to optim
zation is to calculate the Hessian approximately, based
any information available about the potential-energy surfa
Quasi-Newton methods, in particular, proceed in the sa
manner as Newton’s method but use an approximate,
dated Hessian rather than the exact Hessian at each itera
If such methods are to succeed, the reduced computati
cost at each iteration must more than offset the increas
the number of iterations for an optimization due to less
curate information about the potential-energy surface.

A. Initial Hessian

In quasi-Newton methods, the Hessian is updated ba
on information gained about the curvature of the potent
energy surface in the course of the optimization. The qu
tion then arises how to choose the Hessian in the first it
tion, when no previous information about the curvature
available. One approach is to calculate the Hessian exact
the first geometry, ensuring that the first step is a good
and that the updated Hessian generated in the subseq
iterations are good approximations to the exact Hessian
exact initial Hessian is particularly useful in Cartesian co
dinates, in which the Hessian is highly nondiagonal and
ficult to model.

In internal coordinates, by contrast, the Hessian elem
are closely related to the molecular structure, making
easier to estimate the Hessian reliably. Moreover, the c
plings among the internal coordinates are usually sm
making the quality of the model Hessian less critically d
pendent on the choice of nondiagonal elements. In fact
internal coordinates, even a diagonal Hessian often wo
well, in particular when the diagonal elements are sca
based on the character of the coordinate. Typical values
~in atomic units! 0.5 for bond lengths, 0.2 for bond angle
and 0.1 for dihedral angles.

1. Model Hessian

Taking this idea of an approximate Hessian one step
ther, Lindhet al. proposed the following model Hessian fo
geometry optimizations.2 Assuming a simple harmonic po
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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tential about the equilibrium geometry for each primitive i
ternal coordinate, we write down the contributions to t
classical energy from stretches, bends, and dihedral ang

Es~q!5 1
2( 8

i j
ki j ~r i j 2r 0,i j !

2, ~37!

Eb~q!5 1
2( 8

i jk
ki jk~u i jk2u0,i jk !2, ~38!

Ev~q!5 1
2( 8

i jkl
ki jkl ~t i jkl 2t0,i jkl !

2, ~39!

where the summations are over all atoms. Note that the
ternal coordinates are treated as independent, their en
contributions depending only on the force constantski j ,
ki jk , andki jkl ; on the values of the internal coordinates
the current geometry,r i j , u i jk , andt i jkl ; and on the refer-
ence values of the coordinates at the equilibrium geom
r 0,i j , u0,i jk , and t0,i jkl . The force constants are approx
mated as

ki j 5krr i j ; ki jk5kfr i j r jk ; ki jkl 5ktr i j r jkrkl , ~40!

where

r i j 5exp@a i j ~r ref,i j
2 2r i j

2 !#. ~41!

This function falls off rapidly with the distance between th
atoms, ensuring that the contribution from two widely sep
rated atoms is small. As a final simplification,a i j and r ref,i j

2

are chosen to depend only on the period to whichi and j
belong. Parameters for all combinations of first, second,
third row elements are found in Table I. A total of 15 ind
pendent parameters are needed to define this model Hes

B. Updating the Hessian

There are several different formulas for updating t
Hessian. All work by making adjustments to the previo
HessianGi 21 based on the coordinate difference~step! Dxi

5xi2xi 21 and gradient differenceDgi5gi2gi 21 between
the current and the previous geometries.14–16 The most
straightforward updating formula is the Murtagh–Sargent
symmetric rank-one~SR1! formula

Gi
MS5Gi 211

~Dgi2Gi 21Dxi !~Dgi2Gi 21Dxi !
t

~Dgi2Gi 21Dxi !
tDxi

. ~42!

TABLE I. Parameters of the simple harmonic model Hessian of Lin
et al.2. For a pair of atomsi and j , the value of the parametersa i j andr ref,i j

are determined by the periods to which the atoms belong. In addition t
fixed parameterskr50.45, kf50.15 andkr50.005 areused. All param-
eters are given in atomic units.

1st period 2nd period 3rd period

a i j 1st period 1,000 0.3949 0.3949
2nd period 0.3949 0.2800 0.2800
3rd period 0.3949 0.2800 0.2800

r ref,i j 1st period 1.35 2.10 2.53
2nd period 2.10 2.87 3.40
3rd period 2.53 3.40 3.40
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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A problem with this formula is that the denominator m
become small and cause numerical instability. Howev
since it does not enforce~or preserve! a positive definite
Hessian, it can be used for both minimizations and sad
point optimizations.

An example of a rank-two update is the Powe
symmetric-Broyden~PSB! formula

Gi
PSB5Gi 211

~Dgi2Gi 21Dxi !Dxi
t1Dxi~Dgi2Gi 21Dxi !

t

Dxi
tDxi

2
~Dxi

tDgi2Dxi
tGi 21Dxi !DxiDxi

t

~Dxi
tDxi !

2 . ~43!

This formula is suitable for finding both minima and sadd
points. By contrast, the rank-two Broyden–Fletche
Shanno–Goldfarb~BFSG! formula

Gi
BFGS5Gi 211

DgiDgi
t

Dgi
tDxi

2
Gi 21DxiDxi

tGi 21

Dxi
tGi 21Dxi

, ~44!

guarantees~under certain weak conditions! a positive definite
matrix providedGi 21 is positive definitive, making it usefu
for minimizations but unsuitable for saddle-point optimiz
tions.

Bofill has proposed to combine two updating formula
so as to avoid the numerical instability of the MS formula
switching to the PSB update when the MS denominator
comes small17

Gi5~12f i !Gi
MS1f iGi

PSB, ~45!

f i512
~Dxi

tEi !
2

~Dxi
tDxi !~Ei

tEi !
; Ei5Dgi2Gi 21Dxi . ~46!

Bofill’s update is intended for saddle-point optimizations. W
here investigate a similar combination formula, replac
PSB with BFGS in the equations above:

Gi5~12f i !Gi
MS1f iGi

BFGS, ~47!

wheref i is defined in Eq.~46!.

IV. STEP CONTROL AND CONVERGENCE CRITERIA

Various methods for step control exists, for minimiz
tions and saddle-point optimizations. We here review
most popular ones. Finally, we discuss convergence crite

A. Newton method

Assuming we have analytical gradients and Hessi
available, our Taylor expansion of the potential-energy s
face is correct to second order. The Newton step then tak
to the minimum of this model

si52H i
21gi . ~48!

The inverse Hessian is required to determine the New
step, making it convenient to transform the gradient and
Hessian to the Hessian eigenvector basis

g̃i5Vtgi , ~49!

H̃ i5VtH iV. ~50!
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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HereV is the matrix of eigenvectors andH̃ i the Hessian in
the diagonal representation. The components of the New
step can then be written as

s̃k52
g̃k

H̃kk

. ~51!

For zero eigenvalues, the corresponding step compone
set to zero. Finally, the diagonal step is transformed bac
the original representation

si5Vs̃i . ~52!

In the quasi-Newton method, the exact HessianH is replaced
by the approximate HessianG in these equations.

B. Step restrictions and trust region

From Eq.~51!, it is clear that small eigenvalues can giv
large Newton steps, sometimes leading to divergence.
guarantee global convergence, we must restrict the
length. Clearly, since our approximation to the true poten
is based on a second-order Taylor expansion, it is valid o
in a restricted region about the point of expansion: thetrust
region, assumed to have the shape of a hypersphere wi
trust radius t.14,18 In the Newton trust-region method, we
restrict our steps to be smaller than or equal to the tr
radius.

C. The level-shifted trust-region Newton method

The trust radiust must be given a reasonable initia
value, but it is updated during the optimization based on h
well the quadratic model describes the potential-energy
face. At each iteration, the energy predicted by the quadr
model at the previous iteration is compared with the ex
energy. If the ratio is close to one,t is increased; if it is poor,
the t is reduced.

If the step determined by Eq.~51! is smaller thant, the
Newton step is used. Otherwise, we use Lagrange’s me
of undetermined multipliers to minimize our model functio
under the restriction that the step length is equal tot—that
is, we locate the minimum on the hypersphere of radiust. In
practice, this is done by introducing a level-shift parametem
that satisfies the condition

Agi
t~H i2mI !22gi5t. ~53!

To reach a minimum, we choosem to be less than the lowes
eigenvalue. In the diagonal representation, the step then
comes

s̃k52
g̃k

H̃kk2m
. ~54!

D. Rational function

Another popular second-order optimization method
the rational function~RF! approach,19 closely related to the
eigenvector-following~EF! method.20 The RF method is
based on the construction of the following rational functio
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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E~si !2Ei5
gi

tsi1
1
2 si

tH isi

11si
tSsi

. ~55!

The matrixS can be chosen freely but is usually set equa
the unit matrix. Differentiation of Eq.~55! then yields

FH i gi

gi
t 0 G Fsi

1G5nFsi

1G , ~56!

where the matrix on the left is theaugmented HessianH i
† .

The augmented step vectorsi
† is an eigenvector ofH i

† with
eigenvaluen. In the RF method,n plays the role of the level-
shift parameterm in the trust-region Newton method. B
using the eigenvector belonging to the lowest eigenvalue
the augmented Hessian, a step towards a minimum is
sured. Close to the stationary point,n approaches zero andsi

approaches the Newton step.
In practice, the RF step is determined by diagonaliz

H i
† , selecting the eigenvector belonging to the lowest eig

value, which is scaled so that the last element becomes e
to one. The step is then obtained by removing this last
ment. The RF method can be combined with the idea o
trust radius, usingt as a limit either for the whole step lengt
usu or for the largest step component.

E. Geometrical DIIS

A third possibility is the geometrical version of the dire
inversion of the iterative subspace~DIIS! method,21 related
to the DIIS algorithms normally used for wave-function o
timizations. Although some testing of the geometrical DI
~GDIIS! algorithm is presented later, we do not discuss t
method further here.

F. Line searches

The step-control methods can be combined with l
search,14 a more accurate search for a minimum along
step vector

xi 115xi1asi . ~57!

In practice, an exact line search is not attempted; rathe
partial ~inexact! line search is carried out based on the info
mation already available. From the energies and gradien
the current and previous points, a quartic polynomial can
fitted under the condition that the second derivative is po
tive at both points.22 The minimum of this model is then
taken as an update of the geometry. At this geometry,
gradient is determined by interpolation rather than calcu
tion.

G. Image function

The methods presented so far are geared towards m
mizations, enforcing an eigenvalue structure that resem
that of a minimum by the use of level-shift parametersm and
n. To locate saddle points, we must modify our metho
slightly. In particular, to make the level-shifted Newto
method suitable for optimizing transition states, we introdu
the idea of an image function.23 Given some functionf , we
assume that an image functionf̄ can be constructed in such
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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way that one of the saddle points off coincides with a mini-
mum of f̄ . The saddle point off is then determined by mini-
mizing f̄ .

In the diagonal representation, the image function is e
ily introduced by changing the sign of the lowest eigenva
and its corresponding gradient element

g̃b5F2g̃1

]

g̃n

G , H̃b5F 2H̃11 0

�

0 H̃nn

G . ~58!

A usual trust-region minimization is then performed with t
image function, corresponding to maximizing the invert
mode and minimizing all other modes. In principle, any
the Hessian eigenvalues can be inverted, but only the low
modes lead to low-lying transition states.

H. Partitioned rational function

The RF method can also be modified for saddle-po
optimizations. For saddle-point optimizations, the ration
function is partitioned, separating the reaction mode~to be
maximized! from the transverse modes~to be minimized!.19

In this partitioned RF~PRF! method, the lowest eigenvalu
is usually chosen to represent the reaction coordinate, giv
us two independent level-shift parameters

F H̃11 g̃1

g̃1 0
G F s̃1

1 G5nRF s̃1

1 G , ~59!

F H̃22 0 g̃2

� ]

0 H̃nn g̃n

g̃2 ¯ g̃n 0

GF s̃2

]

s̃n

1
G5nTF s̃2

]

s̃n

1
G . ~60!

If the resulting step exceeds the trust radius, it is scaled do
as in the regular RF method.

I. Convergence criteria

Geometry optimizations are iterative procedures, mak
it necessary to define convergence criteria to be fulfil
when an acceptable geometry has been reached. What is
sidered acceptable clearly depends on the purpose of
optimization—just the calculation of the energy or the calc
lation of molecular properties. The latter usually requir
tighter convergence.

A widely used set of criteria are those of Baker.9 Baker’s
requirements are that no component of the gradient shoul
greater than 3.031024 Eh /a0 , and that either the change i
energy from the previous iteration should be less th
1.031026 Eh or no step components should be greater th
3.031024 a0 . The use of these thresholds normally yiel
energies within 1.031026 Eh .

In DALTON, we have a flexible system of three adjustab
thresholds: one for the energy change, one for the norm
the gradient, and one for the norm of the step. The numbe
criteria that must be fulfilled can also be adjusted, the defa
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. The performance of Cartesian, redundant internal and delocalized internal coordinates, with
and updated Hessians. The numbers quoted are the total number of iterations needed to minimize the
cases in theSTO-3G basis with Baker’s convergence criteria. The level-shifted Newton method controls
steps, no line searches are performed, and the Hessian updating is done with the BFGS formula.

Cartesian
coordinates

Redundant internal
coordinates

Delocalized internal
coordinates

Exact Hessians 125 111 114
Initial Hessian exact 200 154 176
Initial model Hessian 303 213 219
Initial Cartesian unit matrix 768a 848 868

aBenzidine did not converge to the correct stationary point.
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being two. However, for easy comparison with other pu
lished results, we use Baker’s criteria in the present pap

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Coordinate systems

First, we consider how different coordinate systems
fect the optimization. Cartesian coordinates, redundant in
nal coordinates, and delocalized internal coordinates hav
been investigated with different choices of Hessians—
Table II. Except in the second-order optimizations~exact
Hessians throughout!, the BFGS updating formula was use
Also, the steps were controlled by the level-shifted New
method, with no line searches employed. The number o
erations given in the table corresponds to the total numbe
iterations needed for all 30 test molecules. Initial geomet
and energies are listed in the supplementary material.24

These results show that the factor that has the most
found effect on the performance is the treatment of the H
sian, as discussed in the next subsection. Among the co
nate systems, the redundant internal coordinates perf
best, closely followed by delocalized internal coordinat
Use of Cartesian coordinates leads to slow convergence
cept when a Cartesian unit matrix is used in the first ite
tion. In this case, however, benzidine failed to converge
the correct stationary point; also, the difference between
Cartesian and internal coordinates arises mostly from
system~dimethylpentane!. Because of the slightly inferio
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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performance of the delocalized internal coordinates co
pared with the redundant internal coordinates, we shall in
following concentrate on the redundant internal coordina
using the Cartesian coordinates for reference.

B. Choice of Hessian

In assessing the relative performance of the first- a
second-order methods, it is not sufficient to compare the t
number of iterations since the cost of calculating the ene
gradient and Hessian is significantly higher than that of c
culating just the energy and the gradient. A more relev
measure of performance is therefore the total CPU time
quired for convergence. Since relative CPU times are m
important than absolute CPU times, we shall in the followi
use the CPU time of the second-order optimization in Ca
sian coordinates~arbitrarily set to 100! as the reference fo
each of the 30 molecules.

The average CPU times for different Hessians in Ca
sian and redundant internal coordinates are given in Ta
III. Since the total CPU time is dominated by the two
three largest molecules, it it was decided that the average
relative CPU times constitute a more balanced measurem
On the other hand, since the savings are more importan
the larger molecules than for the smaller ones, we presen
average relative CPU times as triplets representing all
molecules, the 20 largest molecules, and the 10 largest m
ecules, respectively. Of the three numbers, the last one g
ber of

r each
largest
teps, no

angles
TABLE III. Various choices of exact, updated and approximate Hessians. Total iterations are the num
steps needed to minimize all of the 30 test cases with Baker’s convergence criteria in theSTO-3G basis. All CPU
times are relative to the CPU usage of a second-order minimization in Cartesian coordinates, which fo
molecule is set equal to 100. The triplets indicate the average CPU time of all 30 molecules, of the 20
molecules, and of the 10 largest molecules, respectively. The level-shifted Newton method controls the s
line searches are performed, and BFGS updating is used.

Cartesian
coordinates

Redundant internal
coordinates

Total iter. Avg. CPU time Total iter. Avg. CPU time

Exact Hessians 125 100/100/100 111 98/91/82
Initial Hessian exact 200 58/52/48 154 58/48/40
Initial model Hessian 311 61/61/57 213 50/40/36
Initial simple model Hessiana 319 62/60/56 270 59/48/43
Initial red. internal unit matrix 583 104/108/98 499 94/84/77
Initial Cartesian unit matrix 768 128/134/138 848 149/153/163

aDiagonal Hessian in redundant internal coordinates, where bond lengths are given the value 0.5, bond
0.2, and dihedral angles 0.1.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE IV. Various choices of exact, updated, and approximate Hessians. Total iterations are the num
steps needed to minimize all of the 30 test cases with Baker’s convergence criteria in the 6-31G* basis. All
CPU times are relative to the CPU usage of a second-order minimization in Cartesian coordinates, wh
each molecule is set equal to 100. The triplets indicate the average CPU time of all 30 molecules, the 20
molecules, and the 10 largest molecules, respectively. The level-shifted Newton method controls the s
line searches are performed, and the updating of approximate Hessians is done with the BFGS u
formula.

Cartesian
coordinates

Redundant internal
coordinates

Total iter. Avg. CPU time Total iter. Avg. CPU time

Exact Hessians 134 100/100/100 115 95/87/77
Initial Hessian exact 198 43/37/32 174 43/35/28
Initial model Hessian 294 33/28/22 214 29/20/16
Initial simple model Hessian 323 35/30/24 277 33/26/21
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the best indication of the total absolute CPU cost of all
optimizations.

We note that, for a small basis such asSTO-3G, the quasi-
Newton method does not guarantee CPU savings relativ
the Newton method—since the Hessians are relatively in
pensive in this basis, Newton’s method outperforms
quasi-Newton method when a crude estimate of the Hes
is used~Cartesian unit matrix!. With better estimates of the
Hessian, however, the quasi-Newton method gives a sig
cant performance gain. Overall, the best performance
achieved by using the model Hessian in combination w
redundant internal coordinates. The optimization of the
largest molecules is then on average 64% faster than N
ton’ s method~50% for all 30 molecules!, even though the
total number of iterations increases significantly. We emp
size that, unlike in the work by Lindhet al.,2 the model
Hessian is calculated only at the initial geometry. We a
explored the possibility of calculating the model Hessian
each iteration and updating using previous gradients, but
gave no improvements over the simpler scheme prese
here.

The simple model Hessian—which is diagonal with e
ments 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 for bond lengths, bond angles
dihedral angles, respectively—performs surprisingly well
comparison with the full model Hessian. It is also wor
noting that, in redundant internal coordinates, the use of
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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model Hessian is only a few percent faster than the calc
tion of the initial Hessian exactly; in Cartesian coordinates
is the other way round. Again, this is due to cheap Hessia
As we shall see later, the situation is different in a larg
basis.

In general, the CPU savings increase with the size of
molecule, particularly in redundant internal coordinates. P
of the reason for this behavior is that, for the small m
ecules, there is a small but significant overhead associ
with setting up the internal coordinate system and carry
out the necessary transformations~a tenth of a second or s
out of a CPU time of a few seconds!. For the larger systems
this overhead becomes insignificant.

The smallSTO-3G basis is not sufficiently flexible for
most production work. The performance of the differe
methods has, therefore, been tested with the larger and m
realistic 6-31G* basis set. The number of iterations is simil
to ~but slightly higher than! that of theSTO-3G basis—see
Table IV.

More interestingly, the differences between various H
sians now become larger. Again, the best choice is the m
Hessian in combination with redundant internal coordinat
For the 10 largest molecules, there is a 84% reduction
CPU cost relative to the Newton method in Cartesian co
dinates. Moreover, for the larger molecules, the model H
sian reduces computational time by about a factor of t
ded to
he

ecule

gence
TABLE V. Performance of the various Hessian updating algorithms. The total number of iterations nee
minimize all of the 30 test cases in theSTO-3G basis with Baker’s convergence criteria are shown. T
level-shifted Newton method controls the steps and no line searches are performed.

Updating
algorithm

Cartesian coordinates Redundant internal coordinates

Initial Hessian
exact

Initial model
Hessian

Initial simple
model Hess.

Initial Hessian
exact

Initial model
Hessian

Initial simple
model Hess.

SR1 ~MS! 317 441 456 182 257 331
PSB 234 386 403 175 257 286
Bofill 236 374 396 169 222 281
DFP 240 429 591a 158 216 545b

BFGS 200 311 319 154 213 270
BFGS/SR1 234 324 317 158 206 262

aHistidine was stopped after 150 iterations without fulfilling the convergence criteria. At this point, the mol
was about 20mEh from the minimum energy, but convergence was slow.

bBoth histidine and menthone were stopped after 150 iterations, neither of them fulfilling the conver
criteria. Both molecules were close to their respective minima, but convergence was extremely slow.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VI. Various algorithms for controlling the step. The numbers quoted are the total number of itera
needed to minimize the 30 test cases in theSTO-3G basis with Baker’s convergence criteria. No line searches
performed and the updating of approximate Hessians is done with the BFGS updating formula.

Cartesian
coordinates

Redundant internal
coordinates

Level-shifted
Newton RF

Geometrical
DIIS

Level-shifted
Newton RF

Geometrical
DIIS

Exact Hessians 125 126 126 111 113 113
Initial Hessian exact 200 199 222 154 156 176
Initial model Hessian 311 307 321 213 191 208
Initial simple model Hessian 319 305 324 270 253 270
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compared with an initial exact Hessian. These savings
be even larger for larger basis sets, demonstrating the us
ness of the model Hessian in the quasi-Newton scheme

Another issue that warrants attention is the character
tion of stationary points. It is important to note that there
no way to distinguish a minimum from a saddle point wit
out calculating the Hessian. Indeed, five of the 30 test m
ecules end up at a saddle point rather than at a minim
Mostly, this happens since the molecules are constraine
symmetry; the true minima and their correct symmetry c
be found in the supplementary material.24 In the quasi-
Newton method, there is no way do detect such symme
broken solutions. By contrast, our implementation of Ne
ton’s method automatically detects such solutions, break
the symmetry when necessary. For purposes of compar
with the quasi-Newton method, this ability to break symm
try was turned off during the Newton iterations.

C. Hessian updating

Various updating formulas have been tested extensiv
by others. In general, the BFGS formula has been found
be the best choice for minimizations. Nevertheless, we h
here investigated their behavior briefly. In particular, w
would like to explore our proposed BFGS/SR1 combinat
formula ~fashioned after Bofill’s update!. Results for the dif-
ferent formulas are presented in Table V. Again, Cartes
and redundant internal coordinates are examined using t
different initial Hessians~the exact Hessian, the model He
sian, and the simple model Hessian!. With the exception of
the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell~DFP! formula, which per-
formed poorly with the simple model Hessian, all minimiz
tions ended up at the correct stationary point.
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As seen in previous tables, the use of an exact ini
Hessian reduces the number of iterations significantly, al
at the cost of a much more expensive first iteration. Aga
the model Hessian performs better than the simple mo
The performance of the PSB and Bofill updates are qu
good, although they cannot compete with the BFGS a
BFGS/SR1 updates. The two latter methods are similar
BFGS performs significantly better than BFGS/SR1 wh
using an initial exact Hessian in Cartesian coordinates; o
erwise, the BFGS/SR1 update performs better than the BF
update. In conclusion, there does not appear to be any st
reason for abandoning the BFGS formula in favor of t
more complicated BFGS/SR1 combination.

D. Step control

The final factor we would like to investigate is the ste
control algorithm. For a comparison of the level-shifte
Newton step, the RF step, and the GDIIS step, see Table
Again, both Cartesian and redundant internal coordinates
employed in combination with different Hessians.

We first note that methods perform almost equally w
with exact Hessians, but that the variations are larger w
approximate Hessians. In addition to being the most com
cated method, the GDIIS approach performed the worst
the following, therefore, we concentrate on the level-shif
Newton and RF methods. It is their performance with mo
Hessians that interests us the most. With such Hessians
RF method outperforms the other methods. With exact H
sians, on the other hand, there is some indication that
level-shifted Newton method performs best.

With redundant internal coordinates and the model H
sian, the total number of iterations needed to optimize all
inates.

sians is
TABLE VII. Comparison of regular redundant internal coordinates and extra-redundant internal coord
The numbers quoted are the total number of iterations needed to minimize the 30 test cases in theSTO-3G basis
with Baker’s convergence criteria. No line searches are performed and the updating of approximate Hes
done with the BFGS updating formula. The RF method controls the step.

Regular redundant
internal coordinates

Extra-redundant
internal coordinates

Level-shifted Newton RF Level-shifted Newton RF

Exact Hessians 111 113 120 117
Initial Hessian exact 154 156 169 174
Initial model Hessian 214 192 202 185
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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molecules is only 191 iterations—the best quasi-Newton
sult so far. From now on, we abandon the Cartesian coo
nates~which are clearly outperformed!, considering instead
the proposed extra-redundant internal coordinates. To c
pare directly with the literature, we also turn off the ste
rejection mechanism. Essentially, this means that a step
sulting in a significant increase in the energy will b
accepted, although the trust radius will be decreased acc
ingly.

Table VII shows the results for the regular and the ext
redundant coordinates, using the level-shifted New
method and the RF method. With exact Hessians~initially or
throughout the optimization!, performance is slightly de
graded by this extra redundancy. By contrast, for the qu
Newton method with the initial model Hessian, convergen
is nicely improved—the total number of iterations is no
down to a respectable 185 iterations.

Most likely, this speed-up occurs since, with the ad
tional internal coordinates, a more accurate model Hessia
initially constructed. The results in Table VII indicate th
there is nothing to be gained by using the extra coordina
throughout the minimization. It would obviously be possib
to set up the initial model Hessian in an extra-redund
coordinate system and then transform it to the regular red
dant internal coordinates for the actual minimization. Ho
ever, we have not tried this possibility, noting that it wou
require additional coordinate transformations and there
more overhead. The use of a single internal coordinate
tem is simpler and more attractive.

The results reported so far have been calculated wi
trust radius that is adjusted at each geometry iteration~based
on how closely the second-order model resembles the
surface!, with an initial trust radius of 0.5a0 . Table VIII
shows the effect of altering the initial trust radius and
using a fixed trust radius. Furthermore, the effect of empl
ing a partial line search has been investigated. These
were run with the extra-redundant internal coordinates,
initial model Hessian, the BFGS updating scheme, and
RF step control. The goal was to see if some tweaking of
method could improve convergence further.

The trust-region method is remarkably stable with
spect to the initial trust radius. Reduction of the initial tru
radius to 0.2 slows the minimizations down somewhat
the dynamic update scheme rapidly increases the trust ra

TABLE VIII. Comparison of various dynamic and fixed trust radii, with an
without a partial line search. The numbers quoted are the total numbe
iterations needed to minimize the 30 test cases in theSTO-3G basis with
Baker’s convergence criteria. All optimizations are performed using
extra-redundant internal coordinates with the RF method for step con
The model Hessian is used for the initial Hessian and updating is perfor
with the BFGS formula.

Trust radius Line search 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Dynamic None 198 188 185 185 185 186
Dynamic Partial 198 189 185 185 187 187
Fixed None 218 192 191 274a 275a 276a

Fixed Partial 218 193 191 274a 274a 274a

a1.3.5-trisilacyclohexane was stopped after 100 iterations. The optimiza
was overshooting the minimum and convergence was extremely slow.
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ensuring a fast convergence. With a fixed trust radius,
contrast, there is a more direct connection between the t
radius and performance, a small trust radius giving slow
convergence. Unfortunately, when the fixed trust radius
increased to 0.5 or more, 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane failed
converge within 100 iterations—if this molecule had co
verged ‘‘normally,’’ this initial trust radius would have
yielded the best result overall~182–184 iterations!.

Eckert et al. have reported good results with a meth
where the individual components of the RF step~rather than
the whole step! are scaled.3 This approach was tested but th
results were virtually identical to the results with scaling
the whole step. We, therefore, prefer the simpler approa
with a scaling of the whole step. We also briefly revisited t
BFGS/SR1 combination formula, obtaining the same res
as before—that is, 185 iterations. From Table VIII, it is al
apparent that adding a partial line search has no effect
anything, the results are poorer. We therefore view the a
tion of a partial line-search mechanism as an unneces
complication.

In conclusion, we use the dynamic trust-radius sche
with an initial trust radius of 0.5a0 , the extra-redundan
internal coordinates, the BFGS formula, and the RF met
for quasi-Newton optimizations with the model Hessian.
verify that these choices are sensible, we carried out a
tional calculations in the 6-31G* basis. The results in Table
IX confirm that the best performance is obtained with ext
redundant internal coordinates and RF step control. Pa
line search has no effect for this method but gives a sli
improvement for the other methods. As previously foun
convergence is slightly slower with the 6-31G* basis than
with the STO-3G basis. Nevertheless, it is reassuring to s
the excellent performance—that is, 198 iterations for all
molecules—since this confirms that our choices and adj
ments are not specific to theSTO-3G basis.

E. Comparison with the literature

Several authors have tested methods for minimization
the STO-3G basis. Their results are summarized in Table
The best performance was obtained by Eckertet al., using
natural internal coordinates, the model Hessian, and the
step. All 30 molecules were minimized in 196 iteration
although one molecule~2-hydroxybicyclopentane! ended up
at a higher stationary point. By contrast, our scheme requ
185 iterations, converging all molecules to the correct s
tionary point ~in the given symmetry, as discussed pre

of

e
l.

ed

n

TABLE IX. Comparison of regular redundant internal coordinates a
extra-redundant internal coordinates in the 6-31G* basis. The numbers
quoted are the total number of iterations needed to minimize the 30
cases with Baker’s convergence criteria, with and without a partial
search. Hessian updating was performed with the BFGS formula.

Regular redundant
internal coordinates

Extra-redundant
internal coordinates

Level-shifted Newton RF Level-shifted Newton RF

None 217 213 207 198
Partial 220 208 205 198
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 
TABLE X. The most efficient method of this work compared with results from the literature.

Molecule

STO-3G basis 6-31G* basis

This
work

Eckert
et al. ~Ref. 3!

Lindh
et al. ~Ref. 2!

Baker
~Ref. 9!

This
work

Water 4 4 4 6 5
Ammonia 5 6 5 6 5
Ethane 3 4 4 5 4
Acetylene 4 6 5 6 4
Allene 4 4 5 5 5
Hydroxysulphane 7 7 8 8 6
Benzene 3 3 3 4 3
Methylamine 4 5 5 6 5
Ethanol 4 5 5 6 5
Acetone 4 5 5 6 4
Disilyl ether 8 9 11 8 11
1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane 9 6 8 8 8
Benzaldehyde 4 5 5 6 5
1,3-difluorobenzene 4 5 5 5 5
1,3,5-trifluorobenzene 4 4 4 5 5
Neopentane 4 4 5 5 4
Furan 5 6 7 8 5
Naphtalene 5 6 6 5 5
1,5-difluoronaphtalene 5 6 6 6 5
2-hydroxybicyclopentane 9 9a 10 15 9
ACHTAR10 8 9 8 12 9
ACANIL01 7 8 8 8 6
Benzidine 9 7 10 9 9
Pterin 8 9 9 10 9
Difuropyrazine 6 7 7 9 7
Mesityl oxide 5 6 6 7 5
Histidine 16 14 20 19 16
Dimethylpentane 9 10 10 12 9
Caffeine 6 7 7 12 7
Menthone 12 10 14 13 13

Sum 185 196 215 240 198

aThis molecule did not converge to the correct stationary point.
,
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tly,
ously!. The performance in the 6-31G* basis is also good
although a few more iterations~198! are needed for conver
gence. However, the second-order method also requires m
iterations in this basis. The difference is therefore probab
consequence of different potential-energy surfaces ra
than any preference of the method for the smaller basis.

F. Transition-state optimization

Results for Cartesian coordinates, redundant internal
ordinates, and the extra-redundant internal coordinates
presented in Table XI. Note that only the level-shifted Ne
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
re
a
er

o-
re

-

ton method~by the use of an image function! and the RF~by
partitioning! can be modified to cope with saddle point op
mizations.

Calculations were carried out using a second-or
method and a quasi-Newton method with the initial Hess
calculated exactly. The former method requires less iterati
but, in terms of CPU time, it is more efficient to use updat
Hessians. For transition states, we use Bofill’s update
mula.

Regular redundant internal coordinates give best resu
followed closely by the extra-redundant ones. Apparen
s. The
TABLE XI. Transition-state optimizations using various coordinate systems and step control algorithm
numbers quoted are the total number of iterations needed to optimize the 15 test cases in the 3-21G basis with
Baker’s convergence criteria. Hessian updating was carried out with Bofill’s formula.

Cartesian
coordinates

Regular redundant
internal coordinates

Extra-redundant
internal coordinates

Image PRF Image PRF Image PRF

Exact Hessians 92 108 86 96 100a 102
Initial Hessian exact 188 201b 162 187c 162 198

aCH2CHOH converged to a lower first-order saddle point with an energy of2152.053 44Eh .
bs-tetrazine converged to a third-order saddle point.
cCH2CHOH converged to a different saddle point of energy2151.916 44Eh .
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the extra coordinates slow down convergence in these o
mizations. Cartesians, as usual, perform worst, although
difference is less pronounced than for minimizations. De
calized internal coordinates were briefly investigated
their performance is somewhat inferior to the redundant
ternal coordinates.

It is a general trend that the image method~the modified
level-shifted Newton! performs better than the PRF metho
More importantly, with the PRF method, some systems

TABLE XII. Transition-state optimizations in Cartesian and redundant
ternal coordinates, using different updating formulas in the 3-21G basis. The
initial Hessian is exact and Baker’s convergence criteria are employed.
number of iterations is shown for each system. Dots indicate that the sy
did not converge within 50 iterations or that it converged to some o
stationary point.

Cartesian
coordinates

Regular redundant
internal coordinates

SR1 PSB Bofill SR1 PSB Bofill

HCN
HNC 33 11 10 10 9 9
HCCH
CCH2 11 8 8 8 7 7
H2CO
H21CO 13 13 14 11 14 13
Parent Diels-Alder 17 18 17 ¯ 17 15
s-tetrazine
2HCN1N2 ¯ 19 20 9 10 9
CH3CH3
CH2CH21H2 10 10 10 10 9 8
CH3CH2F
CH2CH21HF 11 11 11 11 16 15
CH2CHOH
CH3CHO 19 18 16 ¯ 20 19
Silylene insertion ¯ 14 17 13 15 12
HNCCS
HNC1CS 31 21 22 ¯ 16 11
Rotational TS in acrolein 7 5 5 ¯ 5 5
HCONHOH
HCOHNHO 10 8 7 5 5 5
HNC1H2
H2CNH 10 8 8 14 8 8
H2CNH
HCNH2 19 18 13 23 25 18
HCNH2
HCN1H2 11 10 10 8 8 8

Sum ¯ 192 188 ¯ 184 162

TABLE XIII. Transition-state optimizations in Cartesian and redundant
ternal coordinates, using different updating formulas in the 3-21G basis. The
model Hessian is used as the initial Hessian and Baker’s convergence
ria are used. The number of iterations is shown for each system. Dots
cate that the system did not converge within 50 iterations or that it c
verged to some other stationary point.

Cartesian
coordinates

Regular redundant
internal coordinates

SR1 PSB Bofill SR1 PSB Bofill

HCN
HNC ¯ 14 13 10 9 9
HCCH
CCH2 23 ¯ 27 13 10 9
H2CO
H21CO 41 18 18 11 12 11
Parent Diels-Alder ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

s-tetrazine
2HCN1N2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 14 18 16
CH3CH3
CH2CH21H2 13 14 14 14 13 14
CH3CH2F
CH2CH21HF 15 13 12 20 19 12
CH2CHOH
CH3CHO ¯ ¯ 19 ¯ ¯ ¯

Silylene insertion 38 25 21 ¯ 15 19
HNCCS
HNC1CS ¯ ¯ 38 15 19 21
Rotational TS in acrolein 10 18 15 38 13 12
HCONHOH
HCOHNHO ¯ 26 29 9 10 7
HNC1H2
H2CNH 18 13 23 27 19 23
H2CNH
HCNH2 ¯ 30 23 ¯ 21 24
HCNH2
HCN1H2 16 13 16 ¯ 15 15
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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to converge to the correct stationary point. For saddle poi
therefore, the image method is our first choice.

Not all updating formulas are suitable for transition-sta
optimizations, so only the SR1 update, the PSB update,
Bofill’s update were explored. Optimizations using these u
dates in Cartesian and regular redundant internal coordin
are found in Table XII, where the initial Hessian is calculat
analytically. Since many optimizations failed to converg
the results for each system is listed separately—the t
number of iterations is given only for those methods th
converged all 15 tests. The SR1 update shows the mos
ratic behavior—for some systems, it works as well or ev
better than the other updates; for other systems, converg
is slow; and, in a few cases, it does not converge. The P
and Bofill updates converge all systems to the correct
tionary point, the latter being the fastest, particularly in
dundant internal coordinates. These observations are in g
agreement with what others have found.17

Encouraged by the success of the model Hessian
minimizations, we investigated its use for saddle points—
Table XIII. Unfortunately, no combination of coordinate sy
tem and update managed to converge all systems. With
fill’s update, however, only two systems failed to converge
for the remaining systems, convergence is fairly rap

-

he
m
r

-

ite-
di-
-

TABLE XIV. Comparison of Cartesian coordinates and regular redund
internal coordinates in the 6-31G* basis. The numbers quoted are the to
number of iterations needed to optimize the 15 test cases with Bak
convergence criteria. Hessian updating was done with Bofill’s formula.

Cartesian
coordinates

Redundant
internal coordinates

Image PRF Image PRF

Exact 96 103 84 90
Exact initial 188 177a 155 157

as-tetrazine converged to a fourth-order saddle point with an energy
2294.224 53Eh .

TABLE XV. The most efficient method of this work compared with resu
from the literature.

3-21G basis 6-31G* basis

This
work

Baker and Chan
~Ref. 4!

This
work

HCN
HNC 9 9 10
HCCH
CCH2 7 8 9
H2CO
H21CO 13 13 11
Parent Diels-Alder 15 13 16
s-tetrazine
2HCN1N2 9 14 10
CH3CH3
CH2CH21H2 8 12 10
CH3CH2F
CH2CH21HF 15 11 12
CH2CHOH
CH3CHO 19 13 17
Silylene insertion 12 7 15
HNCCS
HNC1CS 11 10 7
Rotational TS in acrolein 5 4 5
HCONHOH
HCOHNHO 5 5 6
HNC1H2
H2CNH 8 8 11
H2CNH
HCNH2 18 14 7
HCNH2
HCN1H2 8 9 9

Sum 162 150 155
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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although slower than with exact initial Hessians. In fact, it
remarkable that we can perform the relatively difficult ta
of locating the transition state for most of the 15 syste
without explicit calculation of second derivatives, in spite
the fact that the model Hessian was explicitly developed
minimizations.2 The model Hessian thus opens up the pos
bility of efficiently locating transition states using high-lev
methods, where no analytical Hessian is available.

Finally, we have checked the performance of sadd
point methods in the 6-31G* basis. As seen from Table XIV
the conclusions based on the 3-21G basis still hold—that is,
the redundant internal coordinates and the image me
yields the best results. The PRF method performs wo
failing to converge one of the systems correctly. In gene
the optimization in the larger basis requires fewer iteratio
than in theSTO-3G basis in Table XI.

The only work suitable for comparison is that of Bak
et al.4—see Table XV, where a comparison is made with o
results. Our scheme using redundant internal coordinate
slightly slower than Baker’s scheme using Z-matrices. Ho
ever, whereas our coordinate system is set up automatic
the Z-matrix must be set up manually.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have designed schemes for the efficient localiza
of minima and transition states. Because of the different
ture of these two types of optimization, the ideal metho
differ slightly. For minimization, we recommend the use o
extra-redundant internal coordinate system~with extra bonds
added to the regular redundant system! in combination with
the model Hessian and BFGS update scheme. For step
trol, the RF method should be used together with a dyna
trust radius. For transition-state optimizations, we reco
mend calculating the initial Hessian analytically to ensu
robustness. Subsequent updates should be performed
Bofill’s formula. The optimization is efficiently carried out i
the regular redundant~rather than extra-redundant! internal
coordinates, using the level-shifted Newton method with
image function for step control.
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